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Reminders
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q Project Proposal
q Start early!
q Due this Thursday

q HW1
q Feel free to use 3rd party libs
q Jupyter-Notebooks are acceptable
q Combine everything in one PDF to make TA’s life easier J

q GPU resource for project
q Will try to get campus resources for this
q If not successful, let’s discuss it over the office hour
q I will try to accommodate your need using my lab’s resource



Word Embedding Idea (Recap)
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q Goal: Looking for a latent space, which preserves the semantics as much as 
possible

https://medium.com/@aakashchotrani/visualizing-your-own-word-embeddings-using-tensorflow-688b3a7750ee

https://medium.com/@aakashchotrani/visualizing-your-own-word-embeddings-using-tensorflow-688b3a7750ee


What’s the Drawback? (Recap)
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q It is context-agnostic
q The same word, even with different meanings, always has the same 

embedding
q Example from Wiki:
q “The club I tried yesterday was great!”
q This club could be:

q club sandwich
q baseball club
q clubhouse
q golf club
q …



Word Embedding is Context-Free
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q Word embedding is more like a look-up table

q It keeps the same no matter what the context is

q Can we find a context-aware representation for words?



Outline
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q Traditional Language Model

q Smoothing

q Neural Language Models



What are language models?
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q Language models define probability distributions over the possible text 
sequences in a language. 
q Text sequences could be
q Sentences
q Paragraphs
q Documents
q …

q N-gram Language Model
q A special language model
q Simple



Why do we need language models?
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q We can use language models to compare two sentences
q Which sentence is more fluent?
q Which sentence is more likely human-written?
q …

q Applications of Language Models
q Machine Translation
q Speech Recognition
q Language Generation
q …



N-gram Language Model
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q A vocabulary V
q “text sequences” defined over V will be V* (think about regex here)

q Given a sequence 𝑤! 𝑤" … 𝑤#
q In practice, we will pad <s> and </s> before and after each sentence, 

respectively
q Why? à math convenience & when to stop for sentence generation

q N-gram language model assumes each word depends ONLY on the last N-1 
words

𝑃$%&'() 𝑤! 𝑤" …𝑤# = 𝑃 𝑤! 𝑃 𝑤" 𝑤! …𝑃(𝑤#|𝑤#%*+!…𝑤#%!)



Unigram Language Model
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q Unigram language model assumes each word are INDEPENDENT!

𝑃,-.&'() 𝑤! 𝑤" …𝑤# = 𝑃 𝑤! 𝑃(𝑤") …𝑃(𝑤#)

q How to estimate unigram language model?
q Maximize the likelihood based on the training corpus
q à Counting!

q 𝑃 𝑤 = /(1)
∑!"∈$ /(1)



Bigram Language Model
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q Bigram language model assumes each word depends only on the previous word

𝑃4.&'() 𝑤! 𝑤" …𝑤# = 𝑃 𝑤! 𝑃(𝑤"|𝑤!) …𝑃(𝑤#|𝑤#%!)

q How to estimate bigram language model?
q Maximize the likelihood based on the training corpus
q à Counting!

q 𝑃 𝑤#|𝑤#%! = /(1%&' 1%)
/(1%&')



Perplexity
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q Perplexity is the inverse probability of a text sequence, normalized by the 
number of words

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑃56 𝑤! 𝑤" …𝑤#
%!*

q Why normalized? 
q A longer sequence tends to have a low probability

q Log perplexity is more popular in experiments
q This is related to entropy

𝑙 = − log" 𝑃56 𝑤! 𝑤" …𝑤#
%!* =

1
𝑁
log" 𝑃56 𝑤! 𝑤" …𝑤#



Example LM Applications
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q Text generation
q Might be the most straightforward

q Regularizing the machine translation
q Add one more term in the loss function

q Boilerplate removal
q Too low perplexity sentences à not very useful in downstream tasks

q Query-document matching
q Train LM on each document
q Estimate how likely the query can be generated by the document LM
q Rank accordingly



Outline
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q Traditional Language Model

q Smoothing

q Neural Language Models



Unseen “events”
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q N-gram language model replies on the counts for

𝑃(𝑤#|𝑤#%*+!…𝑤#%!)

q What if this “event” is unseen in the training set?
q Should it be 0?

q Ideally, some probability mass should be reserved to handle these out-of-
training events
q New words
q New bigrams
q …



Let’s start with the unigram LM
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q Basically, we want to handle <unk> tokens

q Solution 1:
q Replace tokens that appeared in the training set less than X times by <unk>
q Fit the unigram LM

q à this may require a large training corpus to work well

q New solution: smoothing!



Add-1 smoothing (a.k.a. Laplace)
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q Assume every word in V appeared once more in the training data
q We are doing Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) on this “new” training set

q For Unigram LM:
q MLE: 𝑃 𝑤 = /(1)

∑!"∈$ /(1)
= /(1)

|89':;<|

q Add-1: 𝑃 𝑤 = / 1 +!
∑!"∈$ / 1 +!

= / 1 +!
89':;< +|=|

q When N in N-gram get larger, the counts of “events” are more sparse
q à Add-1 will add too much to unseen “events”



Good-Turing Smoothing
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q Use the portion of frequency-1 events to estimate the mass shift for unseen 
events

Picture from UIUC CS447: Natural Language Processing (J. Hockenmaier)’s slides



Back-off LM
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q First check N-gram
q If yes, à get a prob, done
q If no, check (N-1)-gram
q …

q If still “no” in unigram LM?
q Smoothing it!
q Unigram LM is the simplest to smooth



Outline
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q Traditional Language Model

q Smoothing

q Neural Language Models



What’s (Neural) Language Model?
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Input words:   Obama       was         born

Target words:    was          born          in
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word embedding

q Describing the generation of text:
q predicting the next word based on

previous contexts

q Pros:
q Does not require any human annotations
q Nearly unlimited training data!

q Resulting models can generate sentences
of an unexpectedly high quality



Neural LM: Example Generations
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q Char-by-Char Markdown Generations:

'''See also''': [[List of ethical consent processing]] 

== See also == 
*[[Iender dome of the ED]] 
*[[Anti-autism]]

===[[Religion|Religion]]=== 
*[[French Writings]] 
*[[Maria]] 
*[[Revelation]]

Valid Syntax!



Neural LM: Example Generations
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q Deep “Donald Trump”: Mimic President Trump

Fooled many 
twitter users



Recurrent Neural Network
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S D H R<s> . A H 0 3 _ C F M

S D H R </s>. A H 0 3 _ C F M

q A character-level example
q Applied to smart buildings
q Try to capture the naming fashion of sensor names

q The choice of RNN: LSTM, GRU, …
q Typically bi-directional, i.e., two RNNs from left to right & from right to left

q The loss function of the RNN-based Neural LM training is (mostly) the log 
perplexity

embedding

hidden states

“supervision”



Deeper Models?
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q Stacking or Transitional

Picture from JHU Philipp Koehn’s “Machine Translation: Neural Networks” Course Slides.



Contextualized Representations
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q ELMo (Best Paper at NAACL’18)
q Peters, Matthew E., et al. "Deep contextualized word 

representations." Proceedings of NAACL-HLT. 2018.

https://medium.com/saarthi-ai/elmo-for-contextual-word-embedding-for-text-classification-24c9693b0045

https://medium.com/saarthi-ai/elmo-for-contextual-word-embedding-for-text-classification-24c9693b0045


BERT: Masked Language Models
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q BERT (Best Paper at NAACL’19)
q Devlin, Jacob, et al. "BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional 

Transformers for Language Understanding." Proceedings of 
NAACL-HLT 2019



Pre-trained Language Models
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q ELMo: https://allennlp.org/elmo
q BERT: https://github.com/google-research/bert
q Fine-tuning: https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

q GPT-3: https://github.com/openai/gpt-3

q WARNING
q You will very likely need GPU to play with these models
q Fine-tuning on a small dataset should be fine on CPU

https://allennlp.org/elmo
https://github.com/google-research/bert
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/openai/gpt-3


Drawbacks of Neural Language Models
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q It seems like Neural LM can do everything
q Named entity recognition
q Document classification
q Machine translation
q Question answering
q …

q Is there any limit?
q What if we ask the model “BERT is not good at ___”?  :P 

q Neural LM is powerful, but think it twice before use it



Summary, Q&A
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q Traditional Language Model

q Smoothing

q Neural Language Models



Recommended Readings
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